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Mobility is an important part of everyday 

life. It enables people to hunt for their 

dreams.

EPOMM is the European Platform on Mobility Management. It is 

formed by 9 committed Member States that support developing and 

spreading Mobility Management in Europe.
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EPOMM’s visions and goals

 Promoting Mobility Management as the linking bridge

 Networking and co-operating for Mobility Management 

 Facilitating Mobility Management with services and tools

 Bringing Mobility Management on the European agenda

 Managing mobility for a better future
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Dream Big, Think Big, and Act on it 

together!

There is a big dream to win, a bright big picture to paint – clean 

mobility – achievable by putting the puzzle pieces of mobility 

measures and instruments together guided by intelligent Mobility 

Management. For example, walking.



Walking is mankind’s earliest means of travel 

and currently the latest (re)discovery for making 

our lives more healthy, sociable and sustainable.



Walking is as natural as breathing

Walking is the first thing an infant wants to do and 

the last thing an old person wants to give up.

Source: sustrans.org.uk



Source: thebeatles.com

The high potential of walking

An inactive person spends up to 40 percent more 

days in hospital and visits the doctor up to six 

percent more often than an inactive person.

A lack of physical activity is one of the leading risk 

factors for ill-health, contributing to an estimated 

nearly one million deaths per year.

Inactivity is encouraged by overuse of private cars.



Source: wien.gruene.at

Walking to tackle urban 

congestion

CIVITAS FLOW developed a methodology to assess 

the effectiveness of walking and cycling measures in 

addressing urban road congestion.

It is used to develop implementation scenarios and 

action plans to add or upscale cycling and walking 

measures.
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Walking in a low-carbon economy

Cyclewalk supports the shift from car use to cycling 

and walking over shorter distances, improving the 

accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists.

The HEAT tool is designed to enable users without 

expertise in impact assessment to conduct economic 

assessments of the health impacts of walking or 

cycling.



Walking to reduce harmful 

emissions

CityWalk helps cities in the Danube Region to reduce 

emissions, noise and to become safer, better places 

to live, by increasing the role of active transport 

modes.

©Carlos Corao
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Walking and technology

Walking can be enhanced and complemented by 

various means such wearable technology, devices, 

applications or social strategies.

CIVITAS TRACE assesses the potential of movement 

tracking services to better plan and promote walking 

and cycling in cities.

Development of behaviour change and mobility 

planning tools.



Walking and urban planning

The main aspect of the Suermondt-Quarter in the 

City of Aachen is the promotion of a prime footpath.

Part of a network of 10 prime footpaths that lead 

from downtown Aachen to the city’s surrounding 

greenspaces. 

©City of Aachen



Source: bmvit.gv.at

Walking as a national strategy

Master Plan for Walking promotes walking as an 

environmentally friendly type of mobility.

To raise the status of walking and to pay more 

attention to the needs of pedestrians in policy-

making as well as in the strategies and plans of the 

federal government, the federal states, and the cities 

and communities in Austria.



I walk, therefore I am

Helsinki encourages everyone in the metropolitan 

area to walk more.

The goal is to make Helsinki the walking capital of the 

world.

Burrard-Lucas chose the hundred best photos of the 

feet that passed him by. They are published on HSL’s 

Instagram account, five photos every Monday.

Source: hsl.fi/walking



Join me for a walk

Pedestrian associations are working hard to change 

the perception that walking is not regarded as a 

transport mode at all.

Walk21: XIX International Conference on Walking and 

Liveable Communities | 15-19 October | Bogotá.

walk-space.at: The XII Austrian conference for 

pedestrians | 04-05 October | Graz.

Created by Jcomp - Freepik.com



Source: talkingwalking.org

Conclusions

Conditions for walking can be enhanced by 

incorporating equitable access to living spaces into 

the design of urban areas.

By increasing the quality of pedestrianisation in 

cities, and by analysing the pedestrian’s needs, urban 

planning can help to move towards better levels of 

quality of life and sustainability in urban centers.
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